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Kitchen accessoires 

Optimum performance for every extractor 
 
With the new duct system COMPAIR PRIME flow®, Naber takes kitchen ventilation 
to a new dimension. The innovation is ultra-efficient and installation is quicker, 
more reliable and simpler than with any other system on the market. 
 
It's what's behind the extractor fan that matters. Whether you have a classic wall hood 
or a downdraft system in the free-standing cooking island: without optimum conveyance 
of the extracted air, the full potential of the devices cannot be realised. The amount of 
air extracted decreases, and odours, grease, fine dust and moisture are not sufficiently 
removed. This shortcoming has to be compensated by high power levels during 
operation, which means more noise, higher power consumption and less well-being. 
 
Quantum leap in aerodynamics 
 
COMPAIR PRIME flow® from Naber offers the perfect solution here: the bends and 
moulded parts are designed with the aid of 3D flow simulations. The bionic form of the 
housings and the three-dimensionally shaped guide elements reduce air resistance to a 
minimum. The smooth material, stepless transitions and built-in turbulators on the guide 
elements prevent the air flow from stalling. This results in optimum efficiency values, 
quiet operation, maximum capture of the vapour and thus a high level of creature 
comforts. 
 
Foolproof and flexible assembly 
 
The simple assembly is nothing less than a revolution. Thanks to the new universal 
connectors with integrated double seals, ducts and moulded parts are simply plugged 
together. This is sturdy, permanently airtight and takes seconds. The previously 
standard, unreliable sealing with adhesive tape is no longer necessary. Complete 
modules can also be pre-assembled instead of fiddling around in or on top of the kitchen 
cupboard. 
 
The built-in flexible routing is unique. Each universal connector has a flexible zone. This 
means you can easily change the course of the air duct by hand by up to 15 degrees in 
any direction. Wall protrusions, furniture feet and core drill holes that are not precisely 
positioned are no longer a problem. Together with the innovative wall conduct incl. shell 
set for tool-free, perfectly sealed installation in the shell construction phase, this saves 
an enormous amount of installation time. 
 
Award-winning design for every model 
 
COMPAIR PRIME flow® was a winner at the Red Dot Award: Product Design 2023 and 
received a "special mention" at the German Innovation Award 2023. Available as a flat 
or round duct with a complete range of moulded parts, it solves almost every installation 
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Management 
Hans-Joachim Naber is the tireless driving 
force behind the development and realisation 
of innovative products. 
Ingrid Naber unerringly controls the areas human 
resources, organisation and finance. 
Lasse Naber shapes the future direction of the 
company with drive and vitality.  
 
 
 

Naber GmbH 
A dynamically growing company within the 
kitchen accessories sector. More than 3,500 
accessories items belong to the product range. 
Numerous internationally recognised design 
awards underline the innovative power of the 
family-owned business which is successful for 
decades. 
 
 

 

situation. It can be connected to all extractor systems worldwide with 222 x 89 mm flat 
or 150 mm round duct connections. 
 
 
www.compair-prime-flow.com 
www.naber.com 


